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SERVICE TAYLORED AROUND YOUR NEEDS 

Installation, maintenance and management of architectural building facades   

including windows, doors, stick built & unitized curtain wall, structural glazing 

including Planar systems, all types of cladding and SFS, passive fire protection,                 

architectural metal work and balconies 

Every projects bring its own challenges, objectives and targets. That’s why we at Gladious we approach     

EVERY client and EVERY project as if it were the only one of its type, anywhere in the world, with the           

corresponding attention and  professionalism. Our experience and knowledge of facades from 'technical   

assessment' through installation of product will bring you the ultimate experience in installation service. 

Over 15 Years experience  

working in the industry with all types 

of glazing and architectural  façade 

installation 

Fully tested, “Cloud” based            

management system designed for 

façade  installation work in particular. 

Customisable to  comprehend        

Client’s management procedures. 

Full range of tools and equipment 

required for installation including 

necessary training and certification. 

The main factors that have contributed to the success of Gladious Ltd since it was established in 2016 are the PEOPLE and 

MANAGEMENT.  

The staff in each of our departments have deservedly earned enviable reputations within the construction industry through 

hard work, uncompromising precision and constant 'on the job' development. The ,majority of our staff have over 20 years' 

experience in working on different facade projects in a variety of sectors, from small home renovations to multiple             

operational sites within London Olympic Park. The management processes in Gladious are extremely streamlined , based 

around use of the Microsoft Sharepoint cloud technology through which we achieve fast, paperless environmental-friendly 

communication. 

We love what we do, and the variety of projects within our portfolio exemplifies the scope of our engineering capabilities. 

We deliver a reliable and complete range of installation and support services for Clients working in London and further 

afield. Our uncompromising Health & Safety policy has  substantially reduced preventable safety-related incidents and we 

also  provide safety training for both labour and management.   

The company’s main aim is to understand our clients’ needs and objectives in order to deliver expected level of service. 



 Curtain Wall Systems 

Stick built and Unitised. Pressure plates and toggle glass retention systems.   Aluminium and steel.      Mullion 

and Transom (or combined) drained. Any type of glazing or solid spandrel panels. Louvered MEHV inserts  

 Windows and Doors 

Windows: side/top hung, tilt & turn, pivoted, fully reversible. Aluminium, steel, timber or composite. Direct 

fixed, on lugs or brackets. Single or double EPDM seals, insulated jambs and heads. Bead or mastic glazed. Any 

type of glazing or solid spandrel panels. Louvered MEHV inserts 

Doors: swing, sliding, bi-folding. Aluminium, steel, timber or composite. Direct fixed, on lugs or brackets. Single 

or double EPDM seals, insulated jambs and heads. Bead or mastic glazed Louvered MEHV inserts. Automated 

closing and locking gear. 

 Cladding  

Metal: aluminium, steel (coreten), zinc, copper 

Metal composite: ACM types cladding alike Vitrabond, Reynobond all with non-combustible core 

High Pressure Laminates: Trespa, Marley, Parklex, Rockpanel, Prodema, Formica, Cembrit and similar 

Terracotta: Telling's Argeton, James Taylor's  Alphaton & Longoton , EH Smith's Agrob Buchtal 

Stone Slab and Stone veneer composite: Kinorigo, Generix, Allcomb, TI Aerolite and similar 

Glass composite: STO Ventec, Alsecco Airtec 

GRP and GRC preformed cladding. 

Any type of the support system with full insulation, membranes and fire cavity closers.  

 Structural Glazing  

- "Spider" stand-off brackets with point fixing systems, (Planar) 

- "Toggle" bracket support for double glazed systems 

 - Cable support fixing systems 

-  Framed systems  

 Balustrades 

Frameless glass balustrades with: propitiatory aluminium clamping channel  /  steel back-to-back    clamping 

angles  / point glass fixings through slab or wall 

Post and Clamp glass or metal balustrades 

Fully Framed glass balustrades 

 Railings and Gates 

Steel and Timber Railings and Fencing with various infill types 

Steel and Timber manual gates (pedestrian, vehicular) including access controlled locking 

 All other types of architectural metalwork 

Including , but not limited to:  

- canopies and awnings 

- solid, louvered and mesh clad screen and enclosures 

- brise soleil and projected fins 

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT? 

A lot of people can measure, drill and screw—we can as well. But Unlike most, 

we always involved providing maximum effort to achieve the best results. 

This means collaborating with our Clients, helping them to develop the finest 

and most cost-effective design, brainstorming the easiest methodology of 

work, planning resources, scheduling  material supplies, organizing logistics, 

arranging for equipment and training and THEN doing the job. 

       AND WE CAN DO A LOT…. 



WINDOWS, DOORS 

CURTAIN WALL 

BALUSTRADES 

CLADDING 

ARCHITECTURAL 

METALWORK 

LOUVERS &        

PLANT SCREENS 

TOTAL FAÇADE ENVELOPE OR SINGLE TRADE? 

The right building façade or cladding can completely alter the appearance of a seemingly ordinary building 

to a masterpiece. No wonder modern and classic facade materials feature in the favourite lists of all            

Architects and able to bring about an extraordinary look to the building. But very often various constrains, 

from cost and feasibility to planning and logistical limitations come in play limiting façade materials and        

systems can be used. With Gladious, installing the façade as a  total watertight envelope, ie combining    

installation of all materials and systems in the hands of one company has always paid substantial dividends 

to our Clients. It's far more cost effective, easier to manage, ensures the correct, quality and first-time        

installation of all interfaces thus avoiding delays and creating a far more productive work environment. 

 

                               TYPICAL FAÇADE ENVELOPE INSTALLED BY US... 

Project Reference: Reading, Kennet Island, Blocks K and Y 

Professional Staffing 
Driving force of our company are installers and site staff.  Current construction environment   

poses many challenges to installation teams on and off site especially on high level works. But     

regardless of the challenges, our experienced workforce have a vast range of skills and expertise 

in installation work and offer real commitment to the task, project and company. Combined 

with extensive training and qualifications required for façade work, our staff is able to undertake 

virtually any types of installation.  Some of our installers have been with us for over 10 years 

showing strength, knowledge and experience needed for quality and successful  completion of 

our projects. 

Similarly our site supervisors and managers have been developed during many years within          

installation trade and equipped with qualifications and knowledge, are able to efficiently run 

jobs and fulfil our Clients and Main Contractors' expectations   



Because no two projects are the  same 

Entire communication system in Gladious is built around 

concept of  virtual office based on Microsoft Sharepoint 

cloud technology achieving fast, paper less,                   

environmentally friendly communication, allowing    

access to all project information from any device in any 

part of the world, provide flexible working hours for our 

office teams and allow them to be more time conscious 

and effective in work. 

HOW DO WE WORK? 

COMMUNICATION 

Construction business don’t need to be complicated – 

the trade itself is complicated enough! This slogan sums 

up the way we operate in every department.  

Instead of trailing through number of documents, emails, 

notes, minutes looking and conveying  information from 

person to person etc, we decided to approach it with 

modern technology . Hence the reason for utilising      

Microsoft Sharepoint technology in developing Gladious 

portal. This feature allows direct, timely and concise    

communication between all our teams.  

The use of portable hand held devices like phones and 
tablets with purposely made application allows us to   
record details of materials, plant, labour, work progress , 
obstacles and delays. We can generate various site       
reports, requests for information, variation records etc. 

MANAGEMENT 

We operate with two levels of management: 

Firstly, a general company management dealing with 
day -to-day operations, coordinating  accounts,             
estimating, procurement teams and all sites. 

Secondly site management,  overseeing work and daily 
running of installation on sites, logistics, planning, liaison 
with the Clients , labour and plant movement. the job 

On some jobs this role is undertaken on daily basis by site supervisors or team leaders with senior site manager 

overseeing the job 

RESOURCES 

It would not come as a surprise to say that our main resource are installers. We permanently engage between    

20-40 operatives working in teams and groups 2 - 8 depending on task. They are fully equipped with necessary 

handheld and power tools, personal and fall protection equipment and most importantly knowledge of product 

and experience in particular type of work. Continuous training plays big role in Gladious success ; our operatives 

have various NVQ levels, system specific certification, PASMA, IPAF, GGR, harnesses, specific tools and asbestos 

trainings. Combined with SSSTS and SMSTS qualifications for supervision and management, First Aid and Traffic 

Marshal certifications we are able to cover almost every possible type of installation work.  

We run separate accounts team based on Xero on-line accounting suite and estimating - procurement team 

based on Bluebeam Revu and MS Sharepoint technologies. All project planning and some of costing are prepared  

in Microsoft Project software with detailed resource allocation, progress reporting and droplines produced on the 

regular basis.  

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

Considering verity of work types we do, the importance of correct and 

technically sound equipment can not be underestimated. We own fleet 

of long wheel base VW Crafter vans capable of carrying up to 4.3m 

long and over ton of cargo which we can utilised when needed. We 

also have variety of modular scaffold towers & pop up steps for access, 

specialised glass and board trolleys with pallet tracks for logistics, glass 

handling gear, small lifting  winches and chain blocks, portable       

lighting, tool storage, chests for COSHH material etc. 

What ever else is needed can be hired at very competitive rates.   



WHERE CAN WE BE OF HELP? 

At Gladious Ltd, we pride ourselves on our ability to offer professional  technical support, project management 

and  installation services for variety of industries and building types. We mainly cover mainstream new built       

external façade construction but also able to work and have done so on refurbishments, graded buildings,   interi-

or facades, data centres , railway and infrastructure projects. 

Separately standing are our building maintenance and façade repair services especially related to glazing on high 

rise building using MEWPs and BMUs for access. 

Whether its single door replacement ,multifaceted cladding fitting or multi storey unitized curtain wall  installation, 

we always aim for same: fulfil commitments we have given to you — our Client! 

NEW BUILD AND REFURBISMENT, RESIDENTIAL AND 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS.  

OFFICE AND SOCIAL SPACE BUILDINGS. 

 EDUCATIONAL , HEALTHCARE NEW BUILDS AND         

REFURBISMENTS 

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 

GRADED AND LISTED BUILDINGS RENNOVATIONS AND 

REBUILDS 

PUBLIC ART ELEMENTS OF THE BUILDINGS AND           

URBAN ARCHITECTURE 

INTERNAL BULDING FACADES WITH CLADDING AND 

GLAZING ELEMENTS 

INTERIOR ART FEATURES  

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT OF 

WINDOWS, DOORS, GLAZING, CLADDING AND          

METALWORK ON EXISTING BUILDINGS. 

PRO ACTIVE AND RE ACTIVE FAÇADE REPAIRS 

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS WITH BUILDING OWNERS  

AND MANAGEMENT COMPANIES 



ORION HOUSE (completed 2018) 

Building Type: commercial + hotel 

Multi faceted semi circular building with double skin unitized 

capped and structurally glazed façade acting as acoustic 

screen . Glazing complimented with  aluminium projecting fin 

features , mechanical ventilation grills. 

Installed Products: 

- Internal Skin: Schuco unitized capped  curtain wall system 

with pre framed fixed glazed and opening vents  

- External Skin: Schuco unitized acoustic structurally glazed 

curtain wall system with projecting fins and grills. 

  

 

ORIANA II  (completed 2017) 

Building Type: residential + retail 

Complex and very architecturally diverse development with    

mixture of newly built and existing historic facades in heart of      

London, on Oxford St right next to re developed Tottenham 

Court Road station. 

Installed Products: 

- Kingspan structural framing wall system (SFS) 

- Schuco frame less windows, sliding doors and structurally 

glazed curtain walling incorporating aluminium and brass over 

clad features  

-  Various cladding systems incorporating anodised aluminium, 

Tecu, Zinc, stone veneer, solid stone and brass  materials 

 

KENNET ISLAND  (completed 2017) 

Building Type: residential 

Landmark development in Reading comprising over 1000  

apartments and houses. The development comprises mixture of 

low rise and high rise buildings finished to very high standards 

with variety of modern materials  

Installed Products: 

- Parklex rainscreen cladding with full build up from SFS  

- Balcony glass balustrades, aluminium cladding and decking 

- 350mm and 1500mm projected aluminium cladding including 

full build up and structural steel frames  

- Aluminium clad building entrances with curtain wall screen 

inserts  and doors  

- Frameless glass Juliet balconies 

PROJECT REFERENCES 
We need another brochure to present all information about our completed projects which can be rather 

too extensive for some people. Instead, please take couple of minutes to glance through few references 

to our recent projects, intended to illustrate various types of buildings we worked on and products 

installed. 
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to fulfil the expectations of  

EVERY client  EVERY time on EVERY project  


